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COMPILAT ION BY 
STEPHEN HAAS 
A cavalcade of 
businesses 
have posted 
signs in front of 
their respective 
facilities 
welcoming the 
Indianapolis 
Colts to 
Charleston 
today. 
---
----------
CH-ARLESTON 
WELCOMES 
INDIANA-POLIS 
COLTS_ 
NFL team galloping into town 
By Tim Mahoney 
STAF F WR ITER 
Lincoln Avenue businesses are ready to wel-
come the NFL's Indianapolis Colts, as the team 
descends upon Charleston today. 
Business sign marquess along the street exclaim 
words such as "Welcome Colts" and "You're in 
Indianapolis Colts Country." 
T h e 
Indianapolis Colts 
will be sending 
representatives 
via helicopter at 
around 11 a.m. 
today to land at 
O'Brien Stadium's 
center field. 
Eastern is a 
nominee to be the 
home of the Colts' 
training camp, and 
the representa-
tives are here to 
get a first-hand 
"It could be a great 
thing for the 
university and 
especially the city 
of Charleston." 
-Joe DeGeorge, sophomore 
speech communication major 
view of the facilities Eastern has to offer. 
Larry Rennels, owner of Rennels Appliance located 
at 211 Lincoln Ave., said the Colts' decision would 
benefit the city in a variety of aspects. 
"There will be a significant advantage to restau-
rants, motels and gas stations with having a profes-
sional sports team practicing at Eastern, especially 
with the amount of fans that follow NFL teams," he 
said. 
Rennels said he hopes the Colts will choose 
Eastern after their visit. 
Joe DeGeorge, a sophomore speech communica-
tion major, said "It could be a great thing for the uni-
versity and especially a great thing for the city of 
Charleston." 
Students agreed on the possible advantages for 
the university and city. 
But some Bears fans seem sketchy. 
"I know it will benefit Eastern and everything, but 
I don't know what Bears fans like myself are going 
to think if they actually decide to come here," said 
sophomore undecided major Ryan Brady. 
"We don't like them Colts, but it should be good I 
guess." 
The representatives traveling to campus include 
head coach Tony Dungy, Steve Champlain, director 
of player development and general manager Bill 
Polian. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
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K.C. Harding, manager of the Days Inn of Charleston, 810 W. Lincoln Ave., changes the 
marquee outside of the hotel Monday afternoon to say WELCOME COLTS.' 
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Stuck in a rut 
The men's Panther baseball 
team is looking to break its 
losing streak Friday after being 
defeated by Ole Miss Monday. 
Page 11 SPORTS 
Sponsor 
shelves 
state bill 
Coin.Illission would 
establish tenure 
criteria for professors 
By Kevin Sam pier 
ADM INISTRATI ON ED ITOR 
A state commission that would 
have the power to grant or deny 
public university professors 
tenure and prevent minority dis-
crimination has been tabled by its 
sponsor until next year. 
Rep. Monique Davis, D-Chicago, 
said the bill would create a higher 
education commission act and 
would establish criteria for the 
tenure of public university profes-
sors that would be used in all of the 
state's public universities. 
The synopsis of the bill says it 
"creates the higher education com-
mission to establish criteria for the 
tenure of public university profes-
sors, to be submitted to each uni-
versity for use in making tenure 
decisions. Requires each universi-
ty to submit all decisions to grant 
or deny tenure to the commission 
for approval." 
The act is an attempt to give 
tenure to more black instructors, 
as well as other minorities, Davis 
said. 
"They don't give African 
Americans tenure at our state uni-
versities and that's the problem 
this bill will address," Davis said. 
This lack of tenure drives minor-
ity professors away from Illinois, 
who then find employment in other 
states, she said. 
"We shouldn't have the best and 
brightest leaving our state," Davis 
said. "I have too many cases where 
professors were denied tenure in 
Illinois but got it elsewhere," and 
then continued to work for a high-
er rate of pay in some cases. 
"The world we live in is diverse. 
It's not all male and it's not all 
Caucasian," Davis said. " In order 
to provide students with the best 
education possible, you must have 
a diverse faculty.'' 
Julia Abell, director of planning 
and institutional studies, said as of 
Oct. 1, 2003, there were 33 minori-
ty faculty members with tenure at 
Eastern, 293 white faculty mem-
bers with tenure and seven 
tenured faculty members who did 
not report their ethnicity. 
As of the same date, the total 
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Governor's office: Applications for Bar positions pouring in 
By Kevin Sampier 
ADM INISTRATI ON EDITOR 
The replacement of three Board 
of 'Ihtstees members is entering 
its final stages as the background 
checks of many candidates takes 
place. 
Rebecca Rausch, spokeswoman 
for Gov. Rod Blagojevich, said 
there are several steps in appoint-
ing members to the board, and 
background checks are second to 
last. 
Rausch also said there have been 
many applications for the three 
open positions 
on Eastern's 
BOT but would 
not release an 
exact number. 
"I guess a 
good thing for 
Eastern is there 
is a lot of inter-
est in the 
board," she Rod Blagojevich 
said. "There are 
a lot of candidates.'' 
Although the governor's office is 
not working on a specific deadline 
to fill the positions, Rausch said it 
is a top priority for the governor. 
"It's one of those things we want 
to do as quickly as we can but we 
also want to do it right," Rausch 
said. "We want to make sure we get 
the right people on the board." 
The first step in appointing 
board members is receiving appli-
cations and resumes, she said. The 
governor's office of Boards and 
Commissions then evaluates the 
applications. After the evaluations, 
background checks of candidates 
take place. 
"The candidates we are serious 
about, we do background checks 
Nate Anderson 
on," Rausch 
said. "Then 
there is more 
discussion , 
weighing the 
different candi-
dates. Then the 
governor 
makes his 
selection." 
The BOT will 
meet again on 
April 26 and will hold its annual 
elections in which the positions of 
chair, vice chair, treasurer and one 
at-large member will be selected, 
said BOT Chair Nate Anderson. 
If the replacements are not 
found before the meeting, the elec-
tions and other business will be 
held as usual. 
"We have enough members to 
fill all the offices. We work short-
handed overall but we have enough 
members to fill the offices," 
Anderson said. 
Eastern President Lou Hencken 
said he hoped the governor would 
have the three new members in 
place before the April meeting 
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Air walking 
Adam Dupuis, sophomore fine arts major, and friends (not pictured) skateboard outside of Thomas Hall 
before their classes Monday afternoon. 
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Hawaiian Artist 
Speaking at Tarble 
By Megan Jurinek 
AC TI VITI ES REPOR TER 
She has traveled all over the 
country presenting her paintings 
and art to various spectators, and 
Thesday she will be at Eastern. 
Sally French, an artist from 
Hawaii, will be presenting her art 
work at 7 p.m. Thesday at the 
newly re-opened portion of the 
Thrble Arts Center. 
"The artist deals with contempo-
rary issues in a contemporary 
style," said Michael Watts, director 
of Thrble Arts Center. 
"French says that her art, 'is 
about the psychic state of change, 
the netherworld, the space in-
between motivation and hesitation 
where imbalance forces the old to 
roll over into the new,"' Watts said. 
"(French's work is) about the 
perils and confusion of modern 
society: children with guns, people 
with too much money, rampant 
consumerism that values only the 
new," art critic Virginia Wageman 
said. 
French's art incorporates 
imagery and styles from many 
sources including Pop art and 
Postmodern narrative, but pre-
dominantly from comics and 
cartoons, a press release said. 
The release also said that 
although there is an element of 
humor in her work, it is a dark 
humor, which is satirical rather 
than cute. 
Not only does French design 
her work around controversial 
topics, she does this by using 
unique paints, painting tools and 
objects during construction. 
French creates her various 
styles of art by using successive 
layers of alkyd (a shiny synthet-
ic resin), photocopy transfers, 
words and drawings in pencil 
and oil stick, beeswax, latex and 
spray paints and even small 
objects like postage stamps and 
plastic toys, the press release 
said. 
"These multiple layers - with 
scraping, scratching and drip-
ping - pile up meanings, very 
often obscuring the idea so that 
we have to search hard for it," 
Wageman said. 
French has not only traveled, 
she has also studied at a variety 
of schools, which include: the 
San Francisco Academy of Art, 
University of Hawaii, Penland 
School of Craft and Pilchuck 
Glass school. 
Admission is free to the public 
and visitors should plan on using 
the building's south entrance 
because the new entrance on 
Ninth Street is still under con-
struction. 
Sorority will discuss 
information on auction 
By Brittany Robson 
AC TI VITI ES ED ITOR 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority will hold 
an informational meeting about an 
upcoming date auction at 7 p.m. on 
Thesday in the Taylor Hall Lobby. 
Zeta Phi Beta member and jun-
ior pre-medicine major Jory 
McMillian said that all students, 
male and female, are invited to 
the informational meeting. 
"We will ask them what they 
want to wear, what music they 
want to come on to the stage to 
and we'll ask them questions 
about themselves," McMillian 
said. 
Rhonda Sykes, senior speech 
communication major and mem-
ber of Zeta Phi Beta, said stu-
dents will fill out information 
sheets at the meeting and will 
have two or three choices of what 
type of clothes contestants would 
like to wear during the competi-
tion. 
"One kind of outfit is casual 
wear, and the other is a 'going 
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out, club-type' outfit," she said. 
McMillian said the auction will 
begin at 7 p.m. Friday, March 26 
in the auditorium of Lumpkin 
Hall. 
"The bidding will start at $2 a 
person and students will raise 
their hands to bid higher from 
there," McMillian said. 
She said Zeta Phi Beta hopes to 
raise a minimum of $200. 
"Some students will come out 
on stage and just stand, some will 
do things like sing and dance to 
get themselves to look good," 
McMillian said. 
Sykes said the money raised 
from the auction will go toward a 
dinner the sorority will sponsor 
Sun., March 28. The dinner is for 
the couples from the auction. 
" It is a date but in a group-type 
setting, there will be chicken, 
macaroni and cheese and we will 
have (a) nice table and music 
playing for them," Sykes said. 
McMillian said the money left 
over after the dinner will go 
toward the sorority's service 
projects and foundations. 
CORRECTIONS 
To ensure accuracy and improve 
our services to our 
readers, The Daily Eastern News 
reserves this space every day for 
corrections. 
SUGGESTIONS 
If you have any suggestions or 
ideas for articles you would like to 
see in The News, feel free to con-
tact us at 581-2812 or jpcham-
bers@eiu.edu 
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Upscale apartment complex 
currently under construction 
• New Campus Pointe 
complex to featU?·e many 
amenities, vast array of 
housing options 
By Nora Maberry 
STAFF WRITER 
Eastern students will have a new 
place to live starting in August. 
Bostic Development Co., based 
in Greensboro, N.C., has started 
construction on a Campus Pointe 
housing complex near Wal-Mart 
that could house a potential 336 
students. 
Campus Pointe is the name 
Bostic Development has given to 
apartment complexes being built 
in university communities. 
Campus Pointe has 10 complexes 
currently being built and four com-
plexes are already complete and 
open, said Susan Anadale, spokes-
woman for Campus Pointe. 
The Charleston complex is cur-
rently under construction and will 
be open in the fall, Anadale said. 
Perks are Aplenty 
+ clubhouse with fitness center 
+ TV lounge and game room 
+ computer and study rooms 
+ beach volleyball court 
+ full-sized basketball court 
room, game room with pool tables, 
air hockey and foosball, a comput-
er room with Internet access and 
printers, a beach volleyball court 
and a full-sized basketball court, 
Anadale said. 
The apartments come with two 
or three bedrooms and can be rent-
ed as furnished or unfurnished, 
Anadale said. The apartments have 
private bedrooms and bathrooms. 
Bedrooms are separated by a com-
mon room or a bathroom so stu-
dents can listen to music and not 
bother each other, Anadale said. 
A two-bedroom apartment is 981 
sq. ft. and rent starts at $445 per 
person each month, Anadale said. 
A three-bedroom apartment is 
1188 sq. ft. and rent starts at $395 
per month, per person. 
The complex is currently leas-
ing, Anadale said. Campus Pointe 
has been a little bit slower to mar-
ket the Eastern complex than its 
other complexes in the east, 
Anadale said. However, there has 
been much interest from students 
who have called or filled out the 
applications for the complex. 
The interest in the complex is 
because it is close to Eastern, yet 
still off campus, Anadale said. The 
complex is close enough to campus 
so students still feel involved, but 
they get to live independently. 
"The complex is not restricted 
by some of the rules the university 
has for its on campus housing," 
Anadale said. 
A Campus Pointe complex is 
marketed toward college students, 
but is open to anyone in the com-
munity. 
3 
The apartment complex will 
include a clubhouse with a fitness 
center offering cardio and weight 
equipment, TV lounge and study 
The apartments come with a 
washer and a dryer, even if rented 
unfurnished, Anadale said. All 
major appliances are included with 
the apartment. 
"The complex is geared to 
Eastern students, but anyone who 
qualifies can live there," Anadale 
said. "We're not restrictive in that 
way." 
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Matt Howie, of Quality Electric, cuts a piece of electrical conduit Monday 
afternoon while doing the rough-in electrical work in the concrete slabs 
for the new Campus Pointe Apartments just east of Wai-Mart. 
Students will keep cool with Eastern's room and board 
upgraded air conditioners fee will likely receive hike 
• Eastern to utilize state funds 
to improve, replace several of 
the campus cooling systmns 
By Evan Hill 
CAMPUS EDITOR 
While subzero temperatures are already 
becoming a distant memory for Eastern stu-
dents, workers in the environmental control 
department are hard at work preparing the 
campus for temperatures that rise as spring 
progresses. 
Jim Nantz, business manager for facili-
ties, planning and management, said resi-
dential and administrative buildings around 
campus are cooled by different types of air 
conditioners with few exceptions, such as 
Pemberton Hall. 
"We cool buildings with many different 
systems ranging from room air condition-
ers to cooling an entire building with chilled 
water," Nantz said. "The bigger systems 
that chill the water utilize cooling towers 
often located on building roofs." 
Freezing Midwestern temperatures are 
partially responsible for complicating this 
process. Nantz said the larger water cooling 
systems must be drained completely each 
fall to prevent damage caused by ice form-
ing from leftover water. 
In spring, when heating is no longer need-
ed, Eastern's switch to the cooling process 
involves more than just pressing a button or 
flipping a switch. 
Nantz said the process of "energizing" the 
cooling systems can take more than a week 
to complete for the entire campus. 
While maintaining and operating these 
cooling systems remain costly, Nantz said 
the installation of a loop of underground 
pipes over the last few years, called the 
"chilled water loop," has "greatly reduced 
the cost of cooling buildings served by that 
loop." 
Nantz said the most costly cooling sys-
tems are the individual room air condition-
ers. 
In addition to the chilled water loop, 
Eastern's cooling systems are scheduled for 
several upgrades that will take place in the 
coming months. 
According to a construction update on the 
facilities, planning and management's Web 
site, the chiller in McAfee Gymnasium will 
be upgraded with funds recently re-
released by the Capital Development Board, 
a state board that appropriates funds 
throughout the state for public works proj-
ects that serve communities. 
The chiller in the 1972 addition of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial 
University Union, cooling towers on the 
roofs of Carman and Stevenson halls and 
the air conditioning system in Weller Hall 
will all be replaced or upgraded in the com-
ing year according to the construction 
update. 
But, just how hot do temperatures get on 
campus? Dalias Price, retired Eastern pro-
fessor and local weather observer, said the 
average high temperatures for Charleston 
are 71 during the first week of May and 85 
during the last week of August, when class-
es are typically in session. 
2004 Annual Health Fair 
uA Sea of Health" 
By Julie Bourque 
CAMPUS REPORTER 
After a month of discussion, the 
University Revenue Bond Committee and 
Mark Hudson, housing and dining director, 
have reached an agreement on a rate 
increase for room and board, which will go 
into effect next year. 
Though the committee and Hudson have a 
meeting on Wednesday for final discussion, 
a 7 percent increase is likely in the works for 
next year's room and board fees. 
The committee is made of six students, 
three nominated by the Residence Hall 
Association president and three nominated 
by the student body president. 
After his overview of what has been spent 
and where in the Office of Housing and 
Dining, the committee works together to 
form a reasonable increase to generate 
money for things they expect to be more 
expensive the following year, Hudson said. 
In order to cumulate a reasonable 
increase, Andrew Berger, member of the 
Revenue Bond Committee, said the commit-
tee is made of a wide demographic from all 
over campus. 
"The students go over matters they think 
or know will increase next year," Hudson 
said. "For example, minimum wage; it's 
going up a whole dollar. We have a lot of stu-
dent workers in this department, and that is 
obviously a lot of extra dollars to come up 
with." 
The minimum wage increase for student 
workers, the increase in salary for adminis-
trative workers, the 3 percent to 5 percent 
increase in the cost of food and the recent 
increase for Eastern's coal supply are all 
taken into consideration with Housing and 
Dining's 4 percent "inflationary" rate, 
Hudson said. 
He said the remaining 3 percent of the 
potential 7 percent room and board rate 
increase is dedicated to capital improve-
ments. 
These improvements include projects 
such as installation of sprinklers, bathroom 
renovations, window replacements and 
installation of elevators in all residence 
halls. 
The installation of sprinklers alone, 
Hudson said, will cost $10 million. 
The 3 percent room and board increase 
dedicated for this type of project, Hudson 
said, will generate about $500,000. 
"Our goal is to dedicate the 3 percent 
every year for capital expenditures," 
Hudson said. "So, each year we will continue 
to raise the room and board rate by 3 percent 
to continue raising revenue for these capital 
improvements." 
A recent "capital improvement" project 
funded from this year's room and board 
increase is the new stackable furniture in 
Thomas Hall and part of Carman Hall, soon 
to be in the rest of Carman and Thy lor halls. 
At Wednesday's meeting, the committee 
will finalize the suggestion of the 7 percent 
room and board increase and will then send 
it to vice president of student affairs for 
approval. Then it will be sent to President 
Lou Hencken for approval and finally to the 
Board of 'frustees, who ultimately puts the 
increase into action. 
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EDITORIAL 
Department 
of Education 
not a solution 
Gov. Rod Blagojevich is continuing misplaced 
attempts at taking control of the state's education-
al system. Last week, Blagojevich spoke in a 
Senate Committee of the Whole, addressing the 
changes he plans to revamp education. 
With Senate Bill3000, Blagojevich wants to be 
more accountable for problems in education by 
getting rid of the Illinois State Board of Education. 
He is proposing the board be converted into a 
Department of Education for Kindergarten 
through 12th grade. 
That would eliminate the nine long-time educa-
tors who now sit on the 
board. 
Blagojevich is correct 
when saying students in 
the third grade should 
read at a third grade 
level and that eighth 
graders should be able to 
write at an eighth grade 
level. The system needs 
some overhaul, and there 
is no debate over that. 
But how is taking con-
trol away from real edu-
cators in the state going 
to put education in 
Illinois at a higher level? 
A group of lawmakers 
led by the governor 
could not offer the same 
At issue 
Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich's 
proposal to turn the 
Illinois State Board of 
Education into the 
Department of 
Education. 
Our stance 
The department is 
unnecessary. The 
current educational 
system can be fixed 
without creating a 
board that would 
give the governor 
more direct control 
over education. 
insight the highest educators in the state can. 
The governor may really be sincere about rid-
ding the state of its education woes, but he offered 
little input on how to make corrections while cit-
ing statistics last week about how poor students 
are scoring on reading and comprehension tests. 
But the issue remains whether a new depart-
ment will help or further hurt the educational 
problems facing the state. 
Sen. Miguel del Valle, a Chicago Democrat, 
expressed concerns that a Department of 
Education would add political pressure to "put the 
best possible face on the status of education in the 
state of Illinois," the Peoria Journal Star reported 
last week. 
Blagojevich said he wants to hear suggestions 
from school officials, but how is that different 
than the Illinois State Board of Education taking 
those same suggestions and working with the gov-
ernor to implement them? 
We suggest when this bill reaches the House 
and Senate because it is creating a new depart-
ment when all that is needed is to help make the 
current board better. 
Blagojevich should keep listening to sugges-
tions while continuing to make the current system 
beneficial to Illinois' students. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
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OPINION 
College expectations turned out myths 
Carly Mullady 
Associate news 
editor and 
semi-monthly 
columnist 
for The Daily 
Eastern News 
Mullady also is a 
junior journalism 
major 
She can be reached at 
loislayne83@aol.com 
I'm almost three-fourths done 
with my junior year, and I am 
proud to think I have finally 
uncovered many of the myths of 
university life. 
First of all, whether a 
teacher's assistant or a profes-
sor, those who teach us who we 
once believed to be omniscient 
are really just people too. 
Teachers really don't know 
everything. Some are actually 
pretty oblivious to a lot of 
things. For example, I have 
come across a fair share of pro-
fessors who pride themselves on 
rarely handing out As or even 
Bs. 
Little do they know, handing 
out grades like that isn't a sign 
of brilliance in the profession, 
but of actually being an incredi-
bly poor teacher. Having classes 
that leave students unable to 
understand the material is noth-
ing more than a sign that the 
teacher actually just isn't doing 
his or her job. 
Professors aren't hired to 
impress students with their 
scholarly accolades and jargon. 
Their paychecks are based 
around an ability to purvey 
information to pupils so these 
students can understand it and 
leave confidently knowing more 
subject matter than when they 
started. 
If they were chefs, they'd be 
cooking amazing four-course 
meals and only letting paying 
customers smell them instead of 
sharing the flavor and nutrients 
those restaurant-goers are pay-
ing for. 
Food for thought. 
Those people who sit in front 
,.,--
"I'll admit, I enjoy the 
occasional class clown, 
but I've encountered 
far too many potential 
"life clowns" to satisfy 
my thirst for shared 
wisdom." 
of the class who hold so very 
much power over us, are just 
that - people. They have good 
days and bad days. They shop at 
Wal-Mart and have families. 
They get colds and headaches. 
They, I'm sure, get frustrated 
with us. They (brace yourself) 
make mistakes. 
Another urban myth I 
believed so confidently in is that 
I would attend a university and 
be surrounded by brilliant 
minds and intellectual conversa-
tion. 
No offense to Eastern's staff 
or students, but I did find some-
thing close to that in my semes-
ter at the University of Illinois 
Champaign-Urbana. However, in 
my past two years here, those 
intellectual conversations have 
been few and far between. 
I am certain there is more to 
my fellow students than they 
exude, but apparently they still 
haven't grown beyond the 
"dumb is cool" image from their 
sophomore years of high school. 
I'll admit, I enjoy the occasional 
class clown, but I've encoun-
--------1 
'--
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
tered far too many potential 
"life clowns" to satisfy my thirst 
for shared wisdom. 
I also naively believed I'd go 
to school and be surrounded by 
smart, dark and handsome 
scholars (being 5'2", I don't 
exactly need the tall aspect) 
who would catch my eye, and 
we'd share our hopes and 
dreams over romantic dinners 
and foreign films. 
So, while there's quite a bit of 
handsome around the best I've 
managed to find in are lame 
pickup lines offering dirty 
expletives I won't mention, (and 
am strangely curious if they're 
even physically possible) com-
plete with the promise of 
McDonald's breakfast in the 
morning. 
I'll pass on that one. 
Last, but definitely not least, I 
believed college would be way 
beyond stereotyping, prejudice 
and desperate attempts to 
attract the opposite sex. 
However, the number of times 
I 've heard gossip in the ladies 
room or heard ignorant com-
ments from people of one race 
about another outnumbers the 
number of random acts of kind-
ness or multicultural 
events I've witnessed. 
It's also more common than 
not to see my fellow gender 
parading around in sequins and 
lace, making out with whomever 
will get them more attention 
rather than carrying themselves 
with an ounce of dignity. 
I'm not a cynic. I'm just using 
the power I have with this edit 
Moral decline not added by gay unions 
In the Monday March 1 
edition of The Daily Eastern 
News, Mr. Ralph Rounds 
shadowboxed over the issue 
of same sex unions, present-
ing his "facts" against 
homosexuality legally, bibli-
cally and scientifically and 
claimed that this societal 
change will lead to "moral 
decline and confusion." 
This phrase would indi-
cate that there exists some 
semblance of a moral high-
er ground currently upon 
which our society stands, 
and that is obviously not 
true given that there are 
numerous moral transgres-
sions in our society, espe-
cially among heterosexuals. 
No institution of marriage 
exists in a society where 
around 50 percent of all 
first marriages end in 
divorce, but we want to per-
secute those that want to 
rebuild this institution 
through their faithful love 
for each other. 
I would also be interested 
to know when vows to have 
children existed outside of a 
religious ceremony. 
There are heterosexual 
married couples that choose 
not to have children but 
because they have the abili-
ty, their marriage is more 
valid? 
Also, according to 
Webster's New World 
Dictionary, marriage is 
defined as "the states of 
being married; a wedding; a 
close union." There exists 
no mention of any gender ... 
at all. 
I deny no one the right to 
hold an opinion on an issue, 
but to attack those of us 
that disagree as being 
"Christphobic" is childish. I 
do not fear Christ, I fear 
those that speak on his 
behalf. Leave judgment to 
the ultimate judge, other-
wise, live and let live. 
Allison West, 
junior political science 
major 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters to the editor 
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250 
words and include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Students should 
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate 
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be 
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise. 
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 
61920; faxed to 217-681 -2923; or a-mailed to jpchambers@eiu,edu. 
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Grade appeal committees 
to gain student members 
• Student representation is 
needed, now required for 
Eastern~ grade appeals process 
By Brian O'Malley 
STUDENT GOVERNM ENT ED ITOR 
Amanda Sartore, Student Senate vice 
president for academic affairs, is recruiting 
senate members to join grade appeal com-
mittees because of the increasing amount of 
recent grade appeals. 
Sartore said last year a change to the 
appeals committee's rules required students 
to serve as voting members. 
"I have asked the student senators to let 
me know if they would be willing to serve on 
one of these committees," she said. 
An interested student must be suggested 
by Sartore to the chair of the department the 
appeal is coming from and the department 
chair chooses to approve or not. 
To avoid any conflicts of interests, the stu-
dents are usually from a different depart-
ment, Sartore said. 
"I want to get a good number of student 
senators to volunteer to serve on these com-
mittees for the sheer idea that not every-
one's schedule works and I have to have a 
student for each appeal," she said. 
Sartore said she also needs volunteers to 
fill in for students who cannot make it to the 
FACULTY SENATE 
appeal session. 
"I also need a back-up student in case the 
first chosen cannot make it for some rea-
son," she said. 
There are four reasons a student can 
appeal a grade, Sartore said. 
Those reasons are: obvious errors in the 
calculation of grades, students being 
assigned work at more demanding stan-
dards, students receiving grades on a basis 
other than class performance and the 
change of information previously 
announced. 
"You have to have proof that you fall 
under one of the four reasons," Sartore said. 
In each appeal meeting, the student, the 
professor, the appropriate department's 
appeals committee and Sartore or the 
approved student representative. 
Sartore said most of the information 
involved in grade appeals is classified. 
"Everything is confidential," she said. 
"After the meeting, the teacher and the stu-
dent leave and then the committee discusses 
what they heard." 
The committee makes a decision and rec-
ommends to the professor if a change should 
be made or not, Sartore said. 
"It's always up to the instructor whether 
the grade changes or not," Sartore said. 
The professor then makes a decision and 
the chair of the department makes the final 
decision, she said. 
Senate to name recipient of 
Distinguished Faculty Award 
By Kevin Sampier 
ADM INISTRATION EDITOR 
The winner of this year's Distinguished 
Faculty Award will be announced Thesday 
after nearly a month of searching. 
The announcement will be made to the 
Faculty Senate by senate member Steve 
Scher, who served as chair of the 
Distinguished Faculty Award Selection 
Committee this year. 
Scher said the committee, which was com-
posed of three Faculty Senate members, one 
faculty member, one graduate student, one 
undergraduate student and one alumni, had 
a hard time choosing a winner. 
"We had a lot of really, really excellent 
candidates," Scher said. "(The decision) was 
as difficult as we could remember." 
The names of nominees are submitted to 
the committee that then chooses the candi-
date it thinks is most deserving of the award. 
This year the committee reviewed 11 
applications for the award. Some were appli-
cations that were submitted last year but 
were not selected as winners. 
"If (an application) is not chosen as a win-
ner it's held until next year," Scher said and 
added the award has been given out every 
year since 1979. 
Faculty Senate Chair David Carpenter 
said, "It's a tremendously important award 
for an outstanding faculty member." 
The senate will vote to change its bylaws 
and create a faculty forum committee that 
would be in charge of generating discussion 
topics for the senate's annual faculty forum. 
In the past, ad hoc committees have been 
formed to handle the task but creating a per-
manent, standing committee will free up 
time for more senate members, Carpenter 
said. 
"The preference is to have all senators 
present when we vote to change the bylaws," 
Carpenter said. 
The vote was postponed from last week's 
meeting. The senate will also discuss its self 
study that will be turned into the North 
Central Association's steering committee. 
The senate is scheduled to approve its self 
study Thesday. 
During last week's meeting the study was 
discussed but several senate members sug-
gested more detail be added to it before it 
was sent on. 
The Faculty Senate will meet at 2 p.m. 
Thesday in the Booth Library Conference 
Room4440. 
Being a lifesaver 
Jamie McGhe, a junior math education major at the University of Illinois, gives blood 
Monday afternoon at the Newman Catholic Center. McGhe and her roommate are trans-
ferring to Eastern next year. 
STUDENT SENATE 
Task force aims to alleviate 
campus parking problems 
• Student committee looks to 
other universities for solutions 
to Eastern's parking slwrtage 
By Brian O'Malley 
STUDEN T GOVE RNM ENT EDITOR 
The Residence Hall Association/Student 
Senate parking task force is currently in the 
process of creating a formal report for a 
presentation to the University Parking 
Committee. 
Task Force Chair Adam Howell said the 
group is working on a survey and other plans 
to put the report together. 
"We will come up with some sort of plan to 
explain our stance on freshman parking," he 
said. 
During the last few meetings, the task 
force has discussed the benefits of limiting 
the amount of freshman parking areas 
because such an action could relieve the sit-
uation. 
"There would be wide benefits," Howell 
said. "It would just relieve a lot of parking 
stress." 
Howell said there was talk of eliminating 
freshman parking altogether, but he thinks it 
would be better to leave some space for 
freshmen. 
"There will still be freshmen with cars," 
he said. "There isn't a reason to eliminate 
freshman parking as a whole." 
Howell said the task force has not met in 
two weeks, making it difficult to get work 
done. 
"Things have been kind of busy lately," 
Howell said. "We need to keep on pushing 
forward." 
The task force members have been work-
ing on getting information on other schools 
close to Eastern's size. 
Becca Finks, RHA parking representa-
tive, said the force needs to find out how 
other schools solve their parking problems. 
"If we need to go out of the state to get a 
school that's similar to our size, then we've 
got to go there," Finks said. 
Kyle Donash, senate parking representa-
tive, said he doesn't think Eastern gets 
enrollment just because of freshman park-
ing. 
"Find me a student to tell you that it was 
their soul deciding factor to come to Eastern 
because of freshmen parking," Donash said. 
Howell said the task force was started to 
form a report for the University Parking 
Committee. 
"Until we get our information together we 
won't have a report," he said. 
Howell said the group isn't as far along in 
the process as he would prefer. 
"We haven't gotten as much done as I'd 
like, but we're going to keep on moving," he 
said. 
At a past meeting, the group discussed the 
possibility of reservation parking service 
for faculty. 
"To us it sounds like a good idea, but for 
parking services it's a nightmare," Finks 
said. 
Howell said faculty parking is an issue the 
task force will no longer discuss. 
"We have no control over faculty park-
ing," he said. 
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Hencken: Qualified candidate 
should be devoted to university 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
because several important topics will be 
addressed during the meeting including 
tuition and fee increases, the election, pur-
chase approvals and granting or denying 
tenure to faculty members. 
Both Hencken and Anderson hope the 
positions are filled with people who 
have a desire to help Eastern. 
"The first quality is a concern for 
Eastern. Be knowledgeable of the uni-
versity and the service it provides," are 
some of the things Anderson hopes to 
see in the replacements. 
"Once they serve on the board, 
Eastern comes first. " 
Hencken said he would like to see 
"someone who cares about Eastern 
Illinois University and wants to devote 
the time necessary to do a good job." 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS Tuesday, March 9, 2004 
The positions were left open after two 
members resigned from the board 
because an ethics law banned regis-
tered lobbyists from serving on boards 
and commissions in Illinois and one res-
ignation for personal reasons. 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS 
A student walks by the wall of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union displaying the portraits of the Eastern's Board of Trustees Monday 
evening. 
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Martha Stewart NATION s BRIEFS 
t~~!-~~~~~~~k::,~ Zimbabwe detains U.S. cargo plane 
ers of her television shows and readers of her maga-
zines and Web sites for their support Monday, mak-
ing her first public remarks since being convicted of 
lying about a stock sale, 
"I just want to thank everyone for their support," 
Stewart said, just before she was driven away from 
a Manhattan courthouse where she met with a pro-
bation officer for about an hour. 
Stewart stepped out of a sport utility vehicle just 
before 11 a.m. at the courthouse in lower Manhattan. 
Stewart, accompanied by her lawyers, did not speak 
to reporters. She left about an hour later, making 
brief remarks. 
Her meeting with a probation officer came on the 
same day as stock in her namesake empire continued 
to slide and the board of her company was gathering 
to discuss life without the domestic diva. 
The board of directors of Stewart's company, 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia Inc., was to meet 
Monday to discuss her fate, according to a source 
close to the company who spoke on condition of 
anonymity. 
Stewart stepped down from her role as chief exec-
utive and chairman of the board in June after being 
indicted but remains as chief creative officer and a 
member of the board. 
With her conviction, the government will likely 
press to have Stewart removed from the board, but 
the big question is how involved in the company she 
will be. 
Stewart's name, now tainted by a conviction, is 
stamped on a wide variety of products, from TV 
shows to magazines and merchandise. 
Investors continued to drive the shares in the com-
pany down; after dropping 23 percent Friday they 
were down 72 cents or 6.6 percent at $10.14 in late-
morning trading on the New York Stock Exchange. 
The stock had traded at about $19 a share before 
Stewart's name surfaced in the ImClone investiga-
tion. Stewart owns about 30 million shares of the 
company, an approximate 61 percent stake, meaning 
she has lost millions as the stock has fallen. 
Bill: 
HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) 
Zimbabwean authorities have seized a 
U.S.-registered cargo plane carrying 64 
"suspected mercenaries" and military 
equipment, the Home Affairs minister 
said Monday. 
The Boeing 727-100 was detained at 
Harare's main airport late Sunday after 
its owners allegedly made "a false decla-
ration of its cargo and crew," Home 
Affairs Minister Kembo Mahadi said at a 
briefing. 
"The plane was actually carrying 64 
suspected mercenaries of various nation-
alities," he said. "Further investigations 
also revealed that on board was military 
material." 
Mohadi said more details would be 
released once officials have established 
"the true identities of the men and their 
ultimate mission." 
The plane was moved to a nearby mili-
tary base for further investigation, he 
said. 
State-run TV broadcast footage of a 
white plane, with shots inside the cabin of 
backpacks, an inflatable raft, paddles and 
what appeared to be a can of mace. No 
weapons were shown. 
Journalists were not shown the plane 
and the government's claims could not be 
independently verified. 
U.S. Embassy officials said they had 
not been informed of the incident and 
were trying to obtain details from 
Zimbabwe authorities. 
President Robert Mugabe repeatedly 
has accused the United States and Britain 
of plotting to overthrow him. 
Gay bishop is official head of N.H. diocese 
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) -Seven months 
after his confirmation rocked the 
Episcopal community, V. Gene Robinson 
officially became the ninth Bishop of 
New Hampshire and the first openly gay 
bishop in church history. 
In his sermon Sunday during the 
investiture ceremony, Robinson said one 
definition of leadership is to find a parade 
and get in front of it. Robinson said he is 
just trying to stay in front of the parade 
and not get run over. 
"Journeys of faith, you know, are a 
risky business," he said. "God is always 
calling us out of our comfort zones." 
The investiture ceremony does not 
carry the same weight as Robinson's con-
secration last year, but it gave a capacity 
crowd of more than 700 the chance to 
welcome the new leader of the Diocese of 
New Hampshire with whoops, cheers and 
a standing ovation. Bells rang out from 
the church tower. 
• In just four years, civil unions go from radical to moderate 
MONTPEUER, Vt. (AP) -To Vermont's town clerks and justices of the peace, 
civil unions have become almost as routine as traditional weddings. And readers of 
the state's newspapers see civil union announcements alongside wedding notices 
nearly every week. 
Just four years ago, civil unions for gay couples were considered a positively rad-
ical idea. Now, they are almost an ordinary event in Vermont. 
In fact, in some parts of the country, civil unions have become the moderate fall-
back position in the nation's growing debate over gay marriage. 
Massachusetts politicians, including Republican Gov. Mitt Romney, have 
searched for a way to institute civil unions and thwart a ruling by the state's high-
est court granting gay couples the right to marry. Similarly, Democratic presiden-
tial candidate John Kerry opposes gay marriage but would support civil unions. 
Bishop Douglas Theuner, who official-
ly retired Sunday, handed Robinson the 
ceremonial staff that transferred the dio-
cese into his hands. They had shared 
power since Robinson was made a bishop. 
"May the Lord stir up in you the flame 
of holy charity and the power of faith that 
overcomes the world," the Rev. David 
Jones, rector of St. Paul's Church, said in 
the ceremony. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
number of minority faculty mem-
bers at Eastern was 60, while 
there were 560 total white faculty 
members, 60 unclassified and two 
international members, Abell 
said. 
how many are successful." 
Nichols also said the number of 
black and white tenure decision 
rates are equal at Eastern. 
"A review of tenure and promo-
tion decisions at Eastern suggests 
that African American faculty 
members earn both promotions 
and tenure at rates equal to other 
faculty members," Nichols said. 
commissions is dismal, it's 
awful," Davis said. "We can no 
longer tolerate institutional 
racism. We have to break down 
that barrier." 
granted tenure at the university 
level, and at Eastern the Board of 
'Itustees has the final say in who 
gets tenure, said Eastern 
President Lou Hencken. 
the department. The dean then 
passes on a recommendation and 
all previous recommendations to 
the BOT. 
If this committee is created, it 
would take power away from the 
university, said Gary Alexander, 
interim deputy director for aca-
demic affairs for the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education. 
Cynthia Nichols, director of the 
office of civil rights and diversity, 
said "the issue is not how many of 
any one group hold tenure at a 
particular point in time. 
Applications for tenure are linked 
to years of employment. The 
issue to consider is within each 
group of faculty members who 
apply for promotion or tenure, 
Davis said she serves on sever-
al committees and boards that 
deal with education in the state 
and she is disappointed with the 
number of black members on 
those boards. 
"The statistics of African 
Americans that (who) sit on these 
Davis added that the problem is 
not the result of any particular 
person, but comes from a tradi-
tion that has been in place for 
years. 
"It's a club we must disband." 
Since legislators can only intro-
duce as many as four bills, Davis 
said she had to choose which she 
would pursue and which she 
would table. She said she plans to 
bring the bill up again next year. 
Currently, instructors are 
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During the April BOT meeting 
decisions on granting or denying 
faculty members will be made, 
Hencken said. 
Instructors at Eastern wait six 
years to get tenure and each year 
they are evaluated. On the sixth 
year, an evaluation committee 
reviews the instructor and passes 
its recommendation on to the 
chair of the instructor's depart-
ment. The chair then passes on a 
recommendation to the dean of 
"We have concerns about its 
implementation," Alexander said. 
After hearing a presentation from 
Davis about the bill, Alexander 
said, " It was very clear there is a 
lack of diversity of faculty. This is 
the wrong way to go but the rea-
soning behind this makes sense." 
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CL A SSIFIED ADVERTISING 
HELP WANTED 
GRADUATE ASSISTANT WANT-
ED: The Eastern Il linois 
University Health Service's 
Health Education Resource 
Center is currently accepting 
applications for both the Greek 
Alcohol/Substance Education 
Coordinator Graduate 
Assistantship Position. The 12-
month contracts calls for the 
selected individual to work 19.5 
hours per week preferably 
beginning May 16 or June 1 . The 
selected applicant must be 
admitted to the EIU Graduate 
School, meet al l Graduate 
School Requirements for 
Graduate Assistantships, be 
enrolled and take classes during 
the summer, fall, and spring 
terms. The following items are 
required for application: EIU 
Graduate Assistantship 
Application (available from EIU 
Grad School Web page), 
Statement of Professional and 
Personal Goals, copy of official 
academic transcripts, 
resume/vita, and minimum of 
two letters of reference. PREF-
ERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO 
APPLICANTS WHO SUBMIT 
ALL ITEMS BEFORE APRIL 
1,2004 to: Eric S. Davidson, EIU 
Health Services, 600 Lincoln 
Avenue, Charleston, IL 61920. 
However, applications wi ll be 
accepted until positions are 
filled. For position description or 
additional information, contact 
Eric Davidson by e-mail 
(csesd@eiu.edu) or by phone 
(581 -3912). 
--------,,.-,.---------·~1 2 
Charleston Dairy Queen now 
taking applications for experi-
enced cooks and front counter 
positions. For night and week-
end shifts. Apply at 20 State St. 
___________________ .3/9 
Local travel agency needs moti-
vated and energetic people to 
join our team. Set your own 
hours. Training provided. Call 
549-7168 or e-mail 
triplemilestravel@yahoo.com 
::--~--.,.---,--:-~·~1 0 
Showtime Lounge needs PT bar-
tender. Apply in person. 2100 
Broadway, Mattoon, 234-4151. 
----~77~---~·~1 0 Female needed for light house-
work, laundry, and errands for 
part time over Spring Break. 
348-1 550. 
----------------·~1 2 
HELP WANTED 
Peer Helpers: Positive upper-
classmen to serve as mentors to 
incoming freshman/transfer stu-
dents Fall 2004. A GPA of 2.5 or 
higher required. Applications 
available in Minority Affairs, 
1130 Blair. 
--------~--------·~11 
Need Money? Student advisors 
are needed for 120 unit off-cam-
pus EIU apartment community. 
On-site training, cash referrals 
and generous hourly salaries are 
included. Call toll free, 1-866-
594-5470 to schedule an 
appointment with Kimberly 
Sanders. 
~---------5/3 
Getting ready to graduate and 
looking for a long-term, full-time 
position? Reputable cellular 
company seeking 2 Sales 
Professionals. High earning 
potential. Must be outgoing and 
motivated. Please call 217-345-
1303 for more information. 
Resume and daytime availability 
required. 
__________ 00 
FOR RENT 
For rent one 6 bedroom house 
and one 5 bedroom house avail-
able as 3 single apts and one 2 
person apt one block, off cam-
pus on 7th street. 217-728-
8709. 
3/9 3--=-B.,.ED,_R,_O.,...O.,...M- A-=P-=T-. L-0,..-C,....A-::Jc:cE"O"D, AT 
202 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED, 
NEW KITCHEN, BATH WITH 
SHOWER, A/C WASHER AND 
DRYER. CALL 345-7522 AFTER 
5:30 345-9462 
::---:--=~:--::--=~--·~11 Nice 6 BDRM, 2 Bath house. 
New appliances, DIW. $260 
each. Newly remodeled. Semi-
furnished, no pets. 1415 9th St. 
shared utilities, trash paid, 11 
month lease, parking. Call 
Dustin. 630-302-2676 
::--~-----~--:-----:'3/9 Available 04-05 huge partially 
furnished 4 br. house for 3 or 4 
ladies. New furnace, new win-
dows, new cac, new wid, hard-
wood floors, f ireplace, dish-
washer, fenced in backyard, 3 
walk in closets, pets ok. Quiet 
neighborhood. No parties. Trash 
included. 904 Harrison Ave. 630-
301-2578 
__________ .3/9 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified ad form 
Name: 
Address: 
Phone: Student: 0 Yes 0 No 
Under classification of: 
Expiration code (office use only): 
Person accepting ad: Compositor: __ 
No. words I days: __ Amount due: $ 
Payment: 
Check No. 
---
Dates to run: 
Ad to read: 
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cenls per word firs1 day lor students wilh valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day alterward. 15 word minimum. 
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edtt or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad tasle. 
F OR RENT 
THREE/TWO BEDROOM HOUS-
ES. $220/PERSON, TWO BED-
ROOM, APARTMENT. 415 
Harrison. EXCELLENT CONDI-
TION 348-5032 
--------------------·3/1 0 
Available summer & fall newly 
remodeled . 2 & 3 bedroom 
homes & apartments, 
washer/dryer included, no pets. 
345-9267. 
--~------,--------'3/11 
For Rent: Girls Only; 3 bedroom 
house across from Buzzard. Call 
335-2652. 
3/11 E-:XT=-R,_A-N--IC.,...E~u-=p,...,s-=TA--1-=-R-:-S A, PT. 
208 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED A/C 
SHOWER, WASHER AND 
DRYER $500 PER MONTH. 
AVAILABLE JULY 1, 2004. 345-
7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-
9462. ASK LARRY 
3/11 2-:B-:E-=-D-=-R-:-0-:-0M-A-=P-=T.-1-0-56-2-N~D ST. 
FURNISHED, FREE DSL AND 
LAUNDRY. $600 PER MONTH. 
($300 PER BEDROOM) 345-
6210 OR 254-8228. 
3/12 4-:B'""R:-A-P~T=-2-0_4_W_._G,...,R=-AN---=T-PAR-
TIALLY FURNISHED, 2 FULL 
BATHS, FREE LAUNDRY, HEAT, 
WATER, TRASH & DSL INCLUD-
ED. CLOSE TO O'BRIEN STADI-
UM. $1300 PER MONTH ($325 
PER BEDROOM) 345-6210 OR 
254-8228. 
3/12 
3=B=E D=cR=-o=-o=cM~-:H-:-0::-:U-:-S::c::E--. _ 1, 048 
NINTH ST. GARAGE, LARGE 
YARD, FIREPLACE, 
WASHER/DRYER, CENTRAL 
AIR, DISHWASHER, LARGE 
FRONT PORCH. $900 PER 
MONTH ($300 PER BEDROOM) 
345-6210 OR 254-8228. 
__________________ .3/12 
F O R RENT 
Nice 2 bdrm apt., A/C. fur-
nished, close to EIU. NO pets, 
11 mo. lease, shared utilities, 
trash pd., parking. $250 each. 
Call Dustin. 630-302-2676 
--,~-:,.-:-:,----,,..,----------3/9 
6 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES, 
1056 2ND STREET, FUR-
NISHED, 2 FULL BATHS, A/C, 
FULL LAUNDRY & DSL. $1650 
PER MONTH ($275 PER BED-
ROOM). 345-6210 OR 254-8228. 
3/12 
3--=BR=---AP==T.--,-20:-4~W:-. -:G:-::R,-,A"'"'NT, 2 
FULL BATHS FREE LAUNDRY, 
HEAT, WATER, TRASH & DSL 
INCLUDED. CLOSE TO O'BRIEN 
STADIUM. $900 PER MONTH 
($300 PER BEDROOM). 345-
6210 OR 254-8228. 
3/12 
3--=BR=---AP==T.--,..53::-:0~W::-. -:G:-::R,-,A"'"'NT, 2 
FULL BATHS, FULL DSL & 
LAUNDRY. PRIVATE PATIO 
W/FENCE. NEW APPLIANCES, 
Cl A. $900 PER MONTH ($300 
PER BEDROOM). 345-6210 OR 
254-8228. 
:----:---:----:---:~-=-~3/12 
Now leasing for Fall 2004. 3 
bedroom houses, 4th St. loca-
tion. Good parking. $225 each. 
897-6266 or 898-9143. 
-------------=-----_3/12 
Now leasing for Fall 2004. 
Roomy 3-4 bedroom house. 
Nice shady patio, good parking. 
$225 per person. 897-6266 or 
898-9143 
----------=-----------3/12 
Available Fall '04. Studio apart -
ment. $275 includes heat, water, 
trash. 897-6266 or 898-9143. 
-----------------,--3112 
Nice 5 bedroom 2 WID set. 2 
kitchens. 1 block north of 
Dominos. 549-1521 
_________________ 3/22 
~ Apartments for 1 or 2 residents 
~ Houses for groups of 3 & 4 
.., Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 people 
Jlrn Wood , Realtor 
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377 
Charleston, IL 61920 
217 345-4489- Fax 345-4472 
FOR RENT 
1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall 
2004, good loc., excellent condi-
tion, 1 o & 12 mo leases. Parking 
& trash pickup included. No 
pets, 345-7286. 
www.jwilliamsrentals.com 
::--~--=--,.---~~--::--00 Now leasing for Fall '04. Large 
4/5 bedroom house available for 
group rental. Good 4th Street 
location. $250 each. 897-6266 
or 898-9143 
3/12 
A-va-.,.il:-a::-bl:-e--=Fa-:-1:-1 7'0::-4,.-. - 2::--:-b-e-:-droom 
apartment 411 Harrison. $525 
includes heat, water, trash. 897-
6266 or 898-9143 
__________________ 3/12 
Nice, 4 bedroom house, 1107 
Lincoln, Available July. $700 
month. 345-4030 
--=---------------3/12 
For Rent: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Bedroom 
House's WID, Central Air, 
Dishwashers, DSL Hook-ups in 
all rooms, ceiling fans. Good 
Locations. Call Today: 346-3583 
-----------------.,....3/16 
4 Bedroom house Lincoln Street. 
Good Price washer/dryer 
Dishwasher www.lanmanproper-
ties.com call 348-0157 
-------=,.--.,.------,---.,.---3/19 
2,3,4 Bedroom apt. low price, 
nice, close to campus www.lan-
manproperties.com call 348-
0157 
-------------------3/19 
Available aug/Fall '04. Awesome 
4/5 bedroom house, WID, 
Central air. Great location, #1 
Orchard Drive. $1200/month. 
(217}898-1514. 
_________________ 3/22 
One 3 bedroom apartment. 2 
blocks from campus. $235 a 
month each. Trash included. 
345-3554. 
-------:---------=----~-:-3/23 3 houses for rent 2-3 bedroom 
house. 1 o month lease $250 
each for 3. 1-2 bedroom house, 
10 month lease $275 each for 2. 
549-7242. 
_________________ 3/26 
F O R RENT 
2, 3, & 4 bdrm. houses, For rent, 
great rates and locations. No 
pets. Call today 346-3583. 
-=--=-------,..-:::--,--------·3/16 
3BR HOUSE, fresh carpet, 1 
block to Stadium, wid, central 
ale. $700/12 months for 3 ten-
ants. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor. 
-=-=--------------=---'3/31 
2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr. 
cable incl. central ale, some bal-
conies. $230/person. 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
=--------=------=~·3/31 
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12 
months, water incl. Low utilities, 
AIC, coin laundry, ample park-
ing. 345-4489 Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor 
---------:-::---,.-------'3/31 
1 person looking for a roomy 
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one 
@ $350/mo. Cable TV and water 
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor. 
=----------=-:.--:~·3/31 
2BR moneysaver @ $190/per-
son. Cable&water incl. Don't 
miss it. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
------------=--=--------=----'3/31 ROOMY 4BR HOUSE, 1 1/2 
baths, w/d, walk to Buzzard. 
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
=::::=:-=:--==-==-=------=---'3/31 
BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses, 
available now or 2004-2005 for 
2-5 tenants. DSL wiring. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
3/31 N:::E,..,-AT:::--:3:-::B:-::R~ho_u_s_e_f:-o-r -=3~Q:UIET 
residents. Fresh carpet, vinyl, 
cabinets. Washer/dryer, ale. 
$660 month. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
3/31 3--:B:-::E:::D~R~0~07M~A~P::-:A~R=T:-:M~ENTS 
FALL SPRING 04-05. 1426 9TH 
ST. REDUCED RATES 10 
MONTH LEASE SECURITY 
REQUIRED NO PETS! 348-8305. 
__________ .4/1 
CAMPUS CLIPS 
THE COUNSEUNG CENTER: LifeskiOs Workshop, WEDNESDAY at 7:30pm in 
the Effing1am Room, MLK Union. "Anger tl.magemenf' Prosented by Dr. T~a 
Anderson, Counseling Center. 
PSYCHQOGY CLUB: Bi-Weekly Meeting tonight, at 6pm in the Physjcal 
Science Bldg. Room 1131. Professor Gnber to speak about dreams and ESP. 
All majors wacome. 
~l)e Neur Uork ~inte~ 
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0127 
ACROSS 
1 Cripple 
5Chorus mem-
ber 
901d adders 
14Aian of "The 
Seduction of 
Joe Tynan" 
1 5Ballet move 
16Early com-
puter lan-
guage 
17Light gas 
18Gawk at 
19Type of type 
20Examination, 
redundantly 
231ncrease, 
with "up" 
2 40uick on the 
uptake 
25F risk, with 
"down" 
28"The Way 
We ___ " 
31 Perfectos, 
e .g . 
36Director 
Kazan 
38Colonel or 
captain 
40Gymnast 
Comaneci 
41 Pestering, 
redundantly 
44Uniform 
shade 
45Student driv-
er, usually 
46Wrigley Field 
slugger 
47Gets smart 
with 
49Try for a part 
510ne of 100 
in D .C . 
52 
Conquistador 
's prize 
5 4 Whisper 
sweet noth-
ings 
56Angry out-
burst, redun-
dantly 
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE 
630scar winner 
Foster 
6 4Unable to 
decide 
65Took off 
6 7Maine col-
lege town 
68"Zounds!" 
69Jacob's twin 
70Von 
Munchhause 
n, e .g . 
71 Lady of 
Lis !:ion 
72Medium-
DOWN 
1"H oo-ey!" 
2 Baldwin of 
"Talk Radio" 
3Eivis or 
Madonna, 
e .g . 
4Lord's home 
5Skin cream 
ingredient 
6Longevity at 
the oox office 
7 8oft mineral 
8"11 
Trovatore," 
e .g . 
9Driving the 
getaway car 
for 
1 Olsland east 
of Java 
11 Z zebra 
12Like lowest-
mileage driv-
mg 
1 3Diamonds, 
slangily 
:.:..:...&..:..L:~ 2 1 Stitch up 
2 2 Bars at the 
checkout 
counter: 
Abbr. 
25Eats like a 
bird 
26~aui greet-
mg 
2 7Louise and 
Turner 
29Carry on 
30Keyboard 
key 
32Comedian's 
stock 
33Sonora "so 
long" 
3 4 Washer cycle 
35"Contact" 
author Carl 
3 71nvites 
39Patella's 
place 
42Get snock-
ered 
4 31t puts the 
squeeze on 
4 8H indu title 
SOSinger 
Mc[ean 
53Made a 
choice 
55Put forward 
56Mrs. Dithers 
5 7Dump prob-
lem 
58EI __ _ 
(weather fac-
tor) 
59Like some 
pizza orders 
60Gulf land 
6 1 Rick's love in 
"Casablanca" 
62Something 
shed 
63Applicant's 
goal 
66Expected in 
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OVC WOMEN'S TOURNAMENT 
STATE BRIEFS 4 straight for Lady Govs 
Research pinpoints genetic 
cause for repeat miscarriages 
CHICAGO (AP) - Women with 
genetic flaws that make them 
prone to blood clots are at 
increased risk of multiple miscar-
riages, a study suggests. 
The researchers recommended 
that women who have at least two 
miscarriages be tested for the two 
flaws, either of which doubles the 
risk of repeat pregnancy loss. 
About 5 percent of U.S. women 
of childbearing age have two or 
more miscarriages, and no cause 
can be found in more than half the 
cases. It is unclear how many 
unexplained cases are due to clot-
ting mutations, but the portion is 
likely significant, said Dr. George 
Kovalevsky, an assistant profes-
sor of obstetrics and gynecology 
at Eastern Virginia Medical 
School. 
Most carriers of the flaws have 
no symptoms and would not be 
tested unless they had a family 
history of blood clots. Testing is 
simple but costly, roughly $200 for 
each mutation. 
Bodies found in East St. Louis 
EAST ST. LOUIS (AP) - The 
uncle of a missing East St. Louis 
woman says he was acting on an 
anonymous telephone tip when he 
found her partly clothed body in a 
creek Sunday afternoon. 
Brandy M. Roby, 26, the mother 
of a boy and a girl, was last seen 
leaving a tavern Feb. 18. 
An autopsy was scheduled 
Monday to determine the cause of 
her death. 
Iziasa Robinson, Roby's uncle, 
said the anonymous tip he 
received told him to go to the 
area where the body was found. 
"I got a small search party, 
and we went there because I felt 
it was a solid lead based on 
where it came from and found 
the body in the creek," Robinson 
said. 
On Saturday afternoon, almost 
exactly 24 hours before Roby's 
body was found, a man entering 
a vacant business discovered the 
body of Antoninia Drummond, 
33, of Cahokia. 
Past OVC Tournament 
Winners 
YEAR SCHO OL 
2003 Austin Peay 
2002 Austin Peay 
2001 Austin Peay 
2000 Tennessee Tech 
1999 Tennessee Tech 
1998 Middle Tennessee 
1997 Eastern Kentucky 
1996 Austin Peay 
1995 Tennessee State 
1994 Tennessee State 
1993 Tennessee Tech 
1992 Tennessee Tech 
1991 Tennessee Tech 
1990 Tennessee Tech 
1989 Tennessee Tech 
• Austin Peay Senior 
forward, Gerlonda 
Harlin, a forward, 
captures second-
straight MVP award 
By Matthew Stevens 
SPORTS EDITOR 
At the beginning of the year, 
Austin Peay had many hurdles to 
climb. This past weekend, they 
broke the tape at the finish line 
ahead of the rest. 
For the fourth consecutive 
year, the Govenors will represent 
the Ohio Valley Conference in the 
NCAA Tournament after winning 
the conference tournament and 
receiving the automatic bid. 
Gerlonda Hardin scored 23 
points and grabbed 12 rebounds 
to lead Austin Peay (23-7) to its 
fourth s traight OVC 
Championship with a 65-51 win 
over Eastern Kentucky (15-15) in 
the final. 
"I'm really proud of these 
girls," Austin Peay head coach 
Andy Blackston said. "They've 
really been through a lot, includ-
ing a coaching change and learn-
ing a new offensive system. But, 
they fought hard and will now 
represent the OVC in the NCAA 
Tournament ." 
Jessica Grayson finished with 
11 points along with teammate 
Kera Bergeron, who broke the 
OVC single-season record for 
most 3-pointers made in a single 
season. The Nashville, Tenn., 
native finished with 99 treys on 
the season. 
Hardin won her second Most 
Valuable Player Award, after the 
senior from Springfield, Tenn., 
also claimed the honor at the 2002 
OVC Championship. Bergeron 
and Grayson were also named to 
the All-Tournament squad, with 
EKU's Katie Kelly and Tennessee 
Tech's Emily Christian. 
Eastern was one of two teams 
to beat Austin Peay all season 
long as the Panthers went to 
Clarksville, Tenn. and defeated 
the Govenors 72-71 on Jan. 22. 
The top-seeded Governors 
defeated Morehead State 73-61 in 
its final home game during the 
first round of the tournament. 
The Governors rolled over 
Southeast Missouri State 72-61 
once they reached Nashville and 
now the OVC champ will have to 
wait until Selection Sunday to see 
who, where and what seed they 
will get once they play in the 
NCAA Tournament. 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
FOR RENT 
3 bedroom house, $225/moth, 
trash and water, washer/dryer 
included, call 273-1395. 
4/1 G~-=-R-=-EA-=J=--L""o""c-A"'JI-:0-N~O-N-=E~A·ND 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
WATER, TRASH PAID 10 OR 12 
MONTH LEASE 348-0209 
~=-=-=-=~-----·4/2 
2 BEDROOM 
2007 11th STREET AND 
905ARTHUR 
345-6100 
~~-=-=-----------00 
3 BEDROOM 
2009 11TH STREET 345-6100 
~~--~--~--~-00 
2 bedroom town house/ apart-
ment furnished, trash pick up 
included, 2 blks from campus. 
Call 348-0350. 
00 
1--2---=B-=E-:-D-::-R-:0-:0-M---A-=-P=-Ts=---oN 
SQUARE. CENTRAL AIR, CAR-
PETED, DISH WASHER, EXTRA 
NICE! AVAILABLE MAY 1ST AND 
JUNE 1ST. $300-$350-$400 
INCLUDES WATER AND TRASH. 
345-4010. 
_________________ 00 
House close to campus for 3 to 
4 students. Two bathrooms, 
washer/dryer, low utilities. 348-
0614. 
~~--~~~~~-00 
3 bedroom furnished apartment. 
Utilities included. Close to cam-
pus. Call 345-6885 
----~~~~--~~00 
Large, nice 2 bdrm apt, $225 
each, no dogs or cats. 345-6967 
----------~-----00 
2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st! 
Furnished and trash paid. Close 
to campus. 345-5088 
--~------------~00 $299 Free heat, water, trash. Call 
Dave 345-2171. 9am-1 1am 
00 2-:B:::R~AV:-:-AJ-:-:-:-L -,0-4 --,0-=-5--::C,-he-c7k....,.lo-ca-
tions at 
www .c harlestonilapts.com. 
Rents from $230 to $450/mo per 
person. Call 348-7746 for 
appointments. 
-::::~~:-:-7'~~~~~00 
3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall 2004, 
large rooms, wid, A!C, no pets, 
parking & trash pickup incl 345-
7286. www.jwilliamsrentals _________________ 00 
Hey! 2 bedroom furnished apart-
ment, next to park at 1111 2nd 
St. Water, trash, and laundry 
included for $265 each/month. 
1 0 or 12 month lease available. 
Call now at 549-1957 or 348-
5427. 
_________________ 00 
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to 
campus. 4 locations to choose 
from. Call 345-6533 
_________________ 00 
FOR RENT 
Exceptionally economical! 1 
bedroom apt. with loft. 
Furnished for a s ingle or cou-
ple. $375 month. For one or 
$430 month for two. 1 block 
north of O ' Brian Field. For 
school year 2004-2005. Call 
Jan 345-8350 
--~~~-:-:~--~~00 
1 or 2 BD furnished apts. Great 
rates, low utilities. Water and 
trash included. 345-5048 
00 
F=-o-r ..,.20~0~4-c/2:-:0-::-0-:::-5 -::-N"'ic-e-:5~bed~ro-om 
house. Excellent locations, cable 
internet hook-ups in every bed-
room. 250/person/month. 12 
month lease. Call 345-0652. 
Also, nice one bedroom apt. 
excellent location. 350/month. 
00 
B::-:-U:-:C :-:-H:-:AN~A""N--=sT=-.-A""P=T=s=-: -1-,2,-,&3 
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR 
FALL 04-05. PLENTY OF OFF 
STREET PARKING, WATER AND 
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345-
1266 
00 
B-u-=z=-=z-A..,..R""D ______ s.,.,T=-u-=D,....,E~N-=Ts. 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 
2 BR apts. available @ 2020 
10th. Call 345.6000 to see! 
00 
R""O""Y:-:-A.,-L7H:-::E::-:IG"'H-:::T=s-A:-.:P=T=s -: 1--:5:-:0~9 S. 
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low 
utilities. New carpet and new 
furniture. Leasing for Spring 
2004 and Fall 2003 semesters. 
Call 346-3583 
--------------=----00 
Single Apt. on square. $299 inc. 
heat, water, trash. Dave 345-
2171 9am-1 1am. 
__________________ 00 
Newly remodeled two bedroom 
apartments complexly furnished, 
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast 
internet 913 and 917 4th St. 
345-7437 or 345-8353. 
------------~~--00 
Now Leasing for Fall 2004: 
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments, 3 bedroom houses and a 
large home for 7 people located 
within 3 blocks or less f rom 
campus. Call 345-0006 
__________________ 00 
Large, nice, 1 bedroom apt. 
trash included, pets ok, f ree 
parking. $325. 345-6967 
00 s-=E:-:IT~S=-IN-G~E~R~--A-=P-A.,.RT~M~EN-TS 
1611 9TH STREET. 1 AND 2 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND 
2004-2005 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 
MONTH AND 3 MONTH INDI-
VIDUAL LEASES. COMPLETELY 
FURNISHED INCLUDING HEAT 
AND GARBAGE PICKUP. OFF 
STREET PARKING. CALL 345-
7136 
__________________ 00 
FOR RENT 
Available in May-1 BR with water 
and trash included. $370/mo. 
Buchanan St. apartments . 345-
1266 
00 5~--=B=R-:Hc:-O::-:Uc:-S~E~4-:-6~G-::IR"'L-=S-W,.,.:/D 
INCLUDED. 2019 11TH ST. 
$225-$275 EACH. 345-6100 
~-=---~--~-=--=--:-:-:-0' 0 
4 bedroom house, 2 bath, WID, 
low utilities, close to campus. 
888-637-2373 
00 
ROOMMATES 
1-2 roommates needed. 3 br fur-
nished apt. is next to campus. 
Needed ASAP! Call Mike 581-
2005. $250/month. Will negotiate. 
~--------------~1 2 
2 female roommates needed for 3 
bedroom furnished Apt. 1/2 block 
from campus, own room, 
DSUcable, 250/ month call 348-
6646 ask for Stacy or Liz 
----------------~1 2 
2 roommates needed for 4 bed-
room house, close to campus. For 
more information call Kati 708-217-
2082 or Samantha 708-606-1718 
----------------~12 
FOR RENT 
Roommates wanted, $295/month. 
Call Lindsey 348.1479 
00 Roo--m-m-a...,.te-s--=-fo_r_3~B:=R:-:-fu-rn....,.is7hed 
apartments. $290 per person. 
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583 
----------------~00 
SUB LESSORS 
Sublessors needed for May-
August. 3 Bedroom house with 
screened in porch. 1 block from the 
Rec Center. must see! $550/month 
plus utilities. 581-3466 
3/23 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
$450 Group Fundraiser Scheduling 
Bonus 4 hours of your group's time 
PLUS our free (yes, free) fundrais-
ing solut ions. EQUALS $1,000-
$2,000 in earnings for your group. 
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when 
you schedule your non-sales 
fundraiser w~h CampusFundraiser. 
Contact Cam pusFundraiser, {888) 
923-3238 or visit 
www.CampusFundraiser.com 
________________ .3/25 
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SO. FOYS -· THERE'S FE£N A lOT 
OF TAlK IN THE NEWS RECENT\. Y 
ABOUT -· G-GAY MARRIAG£. ANP 
AS YOUR GRANOOAOOY, I THOUGilT 
MAY8E 1M SHOULP _ TALK. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
DIVE IN! The Health Education 
Resource Center in collaboration 
with the Student Recreation 
Center would like to invite you to 
the 2004 Health Fair • A Sea of 
Health," March 10th from 10 a.m. 
until 4 p.m. in the Student 
Recreation Center. Over 50 
exhibitors are scheduled to 
attend, internship/job opportuni-
ties, goody bags for the first 500 
attendees and door prizes w ill be 
available. Swim you way to the 
Health Fair. 
--,----,-----~--~~·3/1 0 
For the lowest airfares, hotels and 
cruises, visit us at 
www.triplemilestravel.travelogia.co 
m to download your free boarding 
pass. 
--:,..--:~--=--~:-:---:'3/11 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, 
Bahamas, & Florida! Best 
Prices! Space is limited! Book 
now & Save! 1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
________________ .3/12 
Beach sandals for women and 
men. Mack Moore Shoes, 305 W. 
Lincoln Ave. 345-3479. 
________________ .3/1 0 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
FREE! 3 day, 2 night hotel accom-
modations. NO gimmicks! NO 
seminars! NOTHING TO BUY! 
Just visit 
www.triplemilestravel.travelogia.c 
om to download your boarding 
pass. Any questions, e-mail 
triplemilestravel@yahoo.com 
3/9 
PERSONALS 
Professor Kaos: The men of 
Sigma Nu would like to thank you 
for your numerous contributions 
as P.R. chair. We were just so 
golly glad you help us out. Thanks 
for keeping the church safe & 
clean, ya know for what goes on 
in there. 
3/ 10 AT"'T.,.EN""T=-1-:-0_N_A_L_L___,G_,.R-A-::-D:-UA~ii'ING 
SENIORS! If you are interested in 
a yearbook of your senior year, 
and are not sure how to pick it up, 
come to the Student Publications 
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall, 
and for only $4 we w ill mail you a 
copy in the Fall when they are 
published. Call 581 -2812 for 
more infonnation. 
__________________ o. o 
OK ... ONG LOU'.:>'< 
G.Lfl...C.l(;.~. ~I& ~1>-L . 
0\.Ji< Fbl..lh 1~0\Ct>.IE. 
\ f..\11.\ 1\.\~R'''-- Ncri 
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I <llANGW MY MINP. THE 
NEWS IS OfF-LIMITS FOR 
A YEAR. GOOO TALK. 
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The team now has 32 players, 17 of 
which are new to the club this year. 
The low numbers affected the 
team because everyone started 
and guys weren't working for their 
spot in the lineup. 
"If you have enough B-side play-
ers it pushes the A-side players 
harder," McKinney said. "Having 
competition for starting spots puts 
pressure on the players that makes 
them play harder and smarter." 
The turn around in numbers has 
also helped to build tradition in the 
program. 
"Since there's more competition 
for starting spots it's helped the 
freshmen to gain respect for the 
upperclassmen," Crawford said. 
They have also found help in the 
coaching department when Luke 
Jackson joined the club to help 
McKinney with coaching duties. 
Like the other club teams on 
campus, the rugby team has had 
trouble with money since they 
aren't funded through the school, 
Crawford said. The players all pay 
$60 each season to pay the dues for 
the Illinois Rugby Union, the 
Midwest Rugby Union and USA 
Rugby. But they have gotten help 
from former players, Crawford 
said. An alumni donated new uni-
forms to the team last year that 
they use every season. 
While Rugby is a good opportu-
nity for students to remain active 
Rematch: 
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has to be more than pleased with 
thus far is freshman catcher 
Sandyn Short. 
The Florida native has come to 
Eastern and gathered plenty of 
playing time in her true freshman 
year. She has played in 11 games, 
starting every game. 
But not only has she just been 
in college, McKinney doesn't want 
their careers to end there. He 
wants rugby to remain a part of the 
player's lives and hopes it will 
catch on into the mainstream. 
"If everyone I coached just 
played in college and then quit, it 
wouldn't be worth it," McKinney 
said. 
McKinney had coached 20 play-
ers who are now part of the South 
Side Irish Rugby club in Chicago 
and several other players in 
Chicagoland area clubs. 
The rugby club continues to 
practice and play games in the off-
season, mostly against men's club 
teams. Last weekend the Hornets 
played the Chicago Blaze and lost 
in a close 12-10 match, but 
McKinney isn't disappointed. He 
doesn't expect them to win against 
the men's club teams and the fact 
that it was that close of a game 
says something for the team, 
McKinney said. 
Looking forward to next Fall the 
men have high hopes for the sea-
son. They are hoping to build on 
last season's success and 
McKinney said he wants to beat 
the four teams in their conference 
to win their first championship 
since 2001. They also hope to gain 
some more recruits in the off-sea-
son. 
"We want ex-athletes who can't 
play football anymore or can't 
wrestle anymore to know there's 
still something out there to do," 
Crawford said. 
given playing time, she has earned 
it. Currently, Short is leading the 
team in hitting and has provided 
the middle of the Eastern lineup 
with an instant run producer. 
"I recruit athletes," Searle said. 
"These are girls who I know can 
make an impact pretty much as 
soon as they get here. 
"I knew this was going to be a 
solid recruiting class, and they are 
really helping to keep this team 
competitive and solid." 
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WOMEN ' S TENNIS 
Win streak snapped in 'tough loss' 
DAILY EAS TERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS 
Becky Brunner, suffered two defeats against Indiana University-
Purdue University at Indianapolis Friday. 
By Kurtis Allen 
STAFF WRITER 
The Eastern women's tennis team was 
defeated by Indiana University-Purdue 
University at Indianapolis Friday evening 
4-3. 
The women split the singles matches 3-3 
with IUPUI, but lost two of the three dou-
bles matches which gave the doubles point 
to the Jaguars. 
In singles action, Becky Brunner, Jill 
Wirtz and Constanza Camacho all suffered 
tough losses, while Sarah Freeman and 
Madina Mambetova won their singles 
matches. 
IUPUI's Brookley Crews defeated 
Brunner in straight sets 6-3, 6-3, Alyssa 
Halcomb defeated Wirtz 6-2, 6-0, and 
Amanda Valse earned a hard fought victory 
over Camacho 6-2, 4-6, 6-2. 
Freeman won a marathon battle over the 
Jaguars Mallory Sternle 7-5, 0-6, 7-5, and 
Mambetova defeated IUPUI's Emily 
Dukeman in straight sets 6-3, 6-4. 
Amber Lenfert won her singles match 
and was on the only victorious doubles 
team. Lenfert defeated Jaguars Michelle 
Lenfert 5-7, 6-3, 6-2. In doubles action, 
Lenfert and Wirtz rolled over the IUPUI 
team of Dukeman and Valse 8-1. 
Eastern lost the other two doubles match-
es. Crews and Holcomb defeated Brunner 
and Freeman 9-8 (7-4), and the IUPUI team 
of Cunningham and Sternle defeated the 
team of Camacho and Mambetova 8-6. 
Brunner, who suffered two difficult loss-
es Friday, feels confident that the team will 
bounce back. 
"It was a tough loss," Brunner said. "It 
was definitely a match we should have won, 
but I don't think the loss affected us nega-
tively." 
Brunner said that the team will begin 
playing outside soon and that some of the 
ladies on the team play their best tennis 
outdoors. 
The loss snapped a three-match winning 
streak the women's team was enjoying. The 
women's team won't be in action again until 
March 20, when they take on the Colonels of 
Eastern Kentucky. 
~11\, tltte follow~~ 
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Senior Jeff 
Camman 
warms up his 
arm during 
practice last 
week on the 
football field. 
Cammanwent 
2 for 4 during a 
doubleheader 
against 
Mississipi over 
the weekend. 
Losing streak at five and counting 
By John Hohenadel 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Panthers baseball team 
lost their final game of a 
three-game series to Ole Miss 
18-10 Sunday. 
The loss adds to Eastern's 
losing streak, which is now at 
five, but head coach Jim 
Schmitz said he isn't worried. 
Schmitz said some teams 
look to play weaker competi-
tion early in the season to try 
and get a couple wins under 
their belts, but that's not what 
Eastern is all about. 
"We play quality schools 
early in the season to make us 
better heading into confer-
ence play," Schmitz said. 
The Panthers found them-
selves down 14-1 heading into 
the top of the fourth inning. 
Being down so big so early, 
many teams would have 
thrown in the towel but the 
Panthers did just the opposite. 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
They kept their heads in the 
game and kept swinging the 
bats to put runs on the board. 
"One of the things that 
excites me about this team is 
that they have a little fight in 
them," Schmitz said. "We 
stayed aggressive offensively. 
We were tough coming back 
and hitting." 
Ryan Campbell stood out 
going 4-5 with a run batted in 
and three runs scored. 
Offense was not the prob-
lem as the Panthers were able 
to get 16 hits in the game. The 
problem came in the form of 
six errors, which accounted 
for four unearned runs. 
Schmitz said most innings 
last about seven to eight min-
utes but on Sunday some of 
the innings lasted 30 minutes. 
"When innings take that 
long it's easy to lose focus," 
Schmitz said. "Most of the 
errors were more mental than 
physical." 
The Panthers pitching was 
also lacking the necessities to 
win the last game of the series 
as Chris Vaculik, Ted Juske, 
Brian Long and Alex Chapple 
combined to give up 14 runs to 
the Rebels. 
In his first collegiate start, 
Vaculik gave up five runs and 
walked three batters in the 
first inning. Vaculik was 
replaced in the second. 
"We had to get Vaculik out 
there," Schmitz said. "It's 
common to see those kind of 
freshman jitters." 
There was one bright spot 
in the pitching staff. Andy 
Kuntz came on and gave the 
Panthers two scoreless 
innings, striking out two and 
walking none. 
Stephen Head started the 
game for the Rebels going 
four innings with five strike-
outs and no walks. 
Head not only pitched well 
enough to earn the win against 
the Panthers, he also hit, driv-
ing in four runs. 
Schmitz said Head was the 
freshman player of the year last 
year and said he had his pitch-
ers pitch around him when he 
could've hurt the Panthers. 
"You just kind of watch 
and appreciate how easy he 
swings the bat," Schmitz 
said. 
This five game losing 
streak isn't something the 
Panthers talk about often. 
Schmitz stresses to his team 
only what they can improve 
on themselves. 
The Panthers will try to bet-
ter their record against 
Southern Mississippi in a 
three-game series March 12-
14. 
Eastern will begin confer-
ence play on March 27 and 28 
when they play Tennessee 
Martin in a three game series 
at Coaches Stadium. 
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sial goaltending call he couldn't get back to the "Big 
Dance." 
This past season was marred by a loss to Division 
II Florida Gulf Coast and two promising young play-
ers (Kevin Lowe and Aaron Harrison) leaving the 
team. It's safe to place some blame on the Panthers 
"leadership" for the loss to Florida Gulf Coast. 
In the same Daily Eastern News article on 
Wunder's dismissal, McDuffie made it clear he was 
looking for better conference success. 
"I think it's a possible expectation to win confer-
ence championships, that's certainly a realistic 
goal," McDuffie said. 
Wunder has not won any OVC crowns in her five 
seasons at Eastern, but Samuels' record is also less 
than stellar in conference play. In the eight seasons 
the men have played in the OVC, Samuels has won 
just a single title. His resume was slightly better in 
the Mid-Continent Conference winning two titles in 
14 years, but combining time in the MCC and the 
OVC Samuels still only has one conference champi-
onship in the last 12 years. 
The Wunder situation became even more intrigu-
ing when news broke that McDuffie told her she 
would not return as coach with still two weeks 
remaining in the season. This information was not 
announced publicly, but it was known by the players 
who at the time were still fighting for an OVC 
'lburnament berth. It must have been extremely 
hard to expect the Panthers to make a late season 
run when they knew their coach would be gone at 
the end of the season. 
I don't understand why a decision was made with 
still two weeks left in the season. Could McDuffie 
have waited for the year to be over before telling 
Wunder, thus giving her and the team the benefit of 
doubt? An assistant coach could have taken on the 
interim title for a few weeks if it was such a press-
ing mater to rid Wunder from the program. If 
McDuffie didn't care to name one of the assistants 
as coach. I'm sure sophomore guard Megan Sparks 
could have taken on the role for a couple of games. 
As this trick would have given Sparks some hands 
on experience to bring to the search committee look-
ing for a replacement, which she is one of the mem-
bers. 
But in my opinion, I see this move and the timing 
to dismiss Wunder as nothing more than a cover up 
for the lackluster men's season. There was talk 
around the university whether Samuels would be 
back next season, and after McDuffie announced he 
would return I can't say the reaction was all favor-
able. So what better way to end one controversy 
than to start another. 
I'm not trying to say Samuels should be let go and 
there won't be any FireSamuels.com web sites start-
ed by Michael Gilbert anytime soon. However, if 
McDuffie is going to make a change on the women's 
side because Wunder failed to reach the accomplish-
ments he stated, McDuffie should also hold Samuels' 
up to those same standards. 
Panthers leave Arizona desert 16 down and parched 
By Matthew Stevens 
SPORTS EDITOR 
In Eastern's second meet of the 
spring season, the Panthers faced a 
lethal combination. 
Eastern ran up against a difficult 
field and a difficult golf course last 
weekend in Rio Verde, Ariz. 
Head coach Mike Monee! wasn't 
confident going into the meet with 
schools like Boston College, Iowa 
and Illinois entered in the 
East/West Rio Verde Invitation. 
However, it was Kent State that 
stole the show as the Golden 
Flashes took the team and individ-
ual title back home from the 
desert. 
Gabby Wedding took home 
medalist honors with an l-over 145 
including the only round under par 
(71) in the opening round. Wedding 
cruised with a final round 74 to win 
by one shot over Arkansas-Little 
Rock's Linda Svensson. 
Eastern was able to finish ahead 
of rival Western Illinois but only 
placed 16th out the 17-team event. 
The Panthers were well repre-
sented by senior Amanda Minchin 
who finished with a two-day total 
of 8-over 152. The Canadian native 
opened the tournament with an 80 
placing her nine strokes behind 
Wedding after the first day. 
Minchin rebounded on the second 
day shooting an even-par 72 which 
was only the fourth round at par or 
better all day and nine strokes bet-
Employers coming to EIU include 
.. " . 
First Investors - Financial SeMoes Rep 3'/24/04 
Mentar 4,. Inc. - Recruiter 4/08/04 
Wallgreens .. Market AnaJvst 4/08/04 
Family Video- Manager & Manager Trainee 4/15/04 
for noe infonnation, call Debbie at Career Services 
Ph: 581-7461 or e-mail: csctle('aleiu.edu 
Or Slgf!l-up online at W\YW.jobsrv.eru.edu 
Don 't Wait--Sign-up NOW!l 
ter than the field average. The 
final18 comeback allowed Minchin 
to sneak into the 'lbp 15 and finish 
seven strokes behind the winner. 
The problem for Eastern was the 
only other player to finish in the 
top half of the field was Dale 
Morris who shot 78-81 ( + 15). 
Morris tied for 39th in the field of 
105 but couldn't have that break 
out round like Minchin did. 
The other Panther finishers 
were Brooke Pellock posting 80-85 
for a tie for 69th, Monica Krauss' 
90-89 and finished 95th and Jacky 
Bodis shooting 91-93 to finish tied 
for lOOth. 
Kent State was able to come 
back as a team from three strokes 
down after the first day to top 
Arkansas-Little Rock by four in the 
second day to take the trophy. 
The Panthers will stay in-state to 
travel to Southern Illinois for the 
Saluki Invitational at the end of the 
month. 
~ Movies with Magi.c ~ ~.lkera.!I-Ot:o~ corn. 
W ILl.. ·ROGERS THEATRE 
Downb::I-Nn Cfl:ll,.-tc~o., • 345·922.2 
50 FIRST DATES (PG-13) Daily 4:45, 
7:15,9:40 
EUROTRIP (R) Daily 5:30, 7:45, 10:10 
HIDALGO (PG-13) Daily 4:00, 7:00, 
10:00 
LORD OF THE RINGS: THE RETURN OF 
THE KING (PG-13) Daily 4:30, 8:30 
PA~SION OF THE CHRIST (Rl 
Da1ly 3:45, 5:15, 6:45, 8:15, 9:30 
ST~RSKY AND HUTCH (PG-13) 
Dally 4:15, 7:30, 9:50 
l TWISTED (R) [Daily 5:00, 8:00,10:15 J #IGt&B~',G·1 •1i.s,,f'tif2·i1) 
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Wundering 
about 
dismissal 
I consider the refusal to 
renew Eastern's women's bas-
ketball coach Linda Wunder's 
contract as nothing more than 
a cover up. 
Don't get me wrong, a 
career record of 36-101 in five 
seasons in Charleston is noth-
ing to write home about, and 
with an 8-19 finish this season, 
Wunder won't be in the run-
ning for any coaching awards. 
But if Wunder was let go after 
an 8-19 season by director of 
athletes Rich McDuffie, how 
does the coach she shares 
practice time at Lantz Arena 
with get his contract renewed 
to come back for a 24th year 
on the bench? 
After all, Rick Samuels' pro-
gram was actually worse than 
Wunder's, as the men went 
through a disastrous 6-19 sea-
son and were tied with 
Southeast Missouri State for 
dead last in the Ohio Valley 
Conference at 4-10. Not only 
was this season pathetic, it also 
lacked any excitement as it 
was clear since January mak-
ing the OVC Thurnament 
would take nothing short of a 
miracle. This lack of hope 
showed in attendance figures 
with weekday games hovering 
around 1,000 fans and about 
3,000 supporters heading to 
Lantz on the weekend. 
Maybe McDuffie keeps 
Samuels in Charleston because 
of his many years coaching the 
team. The Eastern athletic web 
site makes even the casual vis-
itor aware Samuels has the 
second longest active tenure at 
one university (behind 
Syracuse's Jim Boeheim) 
among Division I-A coaches. 
However, Samuel's time at 
Eastern hasn't resulted in an 
enormous amount of wins. 
With 345 victories heading into 
the 2003-04 season, Samuels 
sits 34th among active NCAA 
coaches. Yet this number 
seems diminished when it's 
learned Samuels ranks 19th for 
most seasons behind the bench 
for an active coach. Further 
more, Samuels' winning per-
centage of around .500 won't 
be anywhere near the top of 
the list. 
What's interesting about the 
dismissal of Wunder is a quote 
from McDuffie in The Daily 
Eastern News when it was 
announced she would not come 
back next season. 
"It was simply disappointing 
that there was no further 
development over the past 
three years," McDuffie said. "I 
felt we needed new leadership 
right away." 
While one can choose to 
agree or disagree with this 
statement by McDuffie, the 
truth is the same can be said 
for the men's squad. 
After taking Eastern to the 
NCAA Tournament in 2001 
with a 21-10 record, the 
Panthers have struggled the 
past three seasons going 15-16, 
14-15 and 6-19. The first two 
years even included 
"Basketball Jones" Henry 
Domercant, who proved with-
out Kyle Hill and a con trover-
SEE GILB ERT +Page 11 
Panther sports calendar 
T U E S 0 A Y M Tennis vs. Creighton noon Indianapolis, Ind. 
Softball at Indiana State 1 p.m. Terra Haute, Ind. 
F R I 0 A Y Softball (Winthrop Rlngor Classic) 11 a.m. Rook Hill, S.C. 
Baseball at S. Mississippi 3 p.m.Hattiesberg, Miss. 
M Golf at Bearkat Classic All day Huntsville, Texas 
SOFTBALL 
Building on weekend success 
By Aaron Seidlitz 
SPORTS REPOR TER 
If their first meeting was any indication, 
Thesday's rematch between Eastern and 
Indiana State will be another tight and even 
game. 
The Panthers just took on the Sycamores 
on Sunday in the Wolfe Sycamore Classic 
and were able to defeat Indiana State. The 
game ended with Eastern ahead 4-2, and in 
the victory the Panthers were able to 
defeat the Sycamores' best pitcher Emily 
Germer. 
The Germer experience might not be 
over for Eastern either as Panther manag-
er Uoydene Searle expects to see the 
Indiana State ace again on Thesday. 
Germer has pitched in eight Sycamore 
games as a starter and has gone 5-2 over 
those starts with a miniscule ERA of 1.99. 
She averages nearly three and a half 
strikeouts per walk, showing that she has 
excellent command of the strike zone and 
her abilities on the mound. 
In facing Germer previously, Eastern 
turned to Andrea Darnell but she had to 
leave the game without making it through 
the first inning. Darnell has been ham-
pered with a tight forearm that has affect-
ed her when she was on the mound. 
But Eastern was able to turn to fellow 
freshmen pitcher, Heather Hoeschen, to 
finish off the game and hold the Sycamores 
down during her time in the game. 
Hoeschen was able to go 6 and one-third 
innings and didn't allow a run. 
Because of Hoeschen's success against 
Germer and the Sycamores, the Panthers 
come into their next match up with the 
Sycamores on cloud nine. 
"When you go up against a really good 
pitcher, like we did against Indiana State, it 
boosts us as a team when you can push 
enough runs across to win," Searle said. 
"There is no doubt that was a really big win 
against that pitcher (Germer)." 
The Panthers remained fairly even keel 
throughout the Wolf Sycamore Classic, 
winning three of the five games they 
played there. 
As Eastern heads into another match up 
with the Sycamores, their manager is 
happy that not only are their younger play-
ers becoming more consistent but her team 
is coming together as a whole. 
"Right now we are starting to find that 
balance that teams need," Searle said. "Our 
younger players are really becoming a 
force, and the older players we have are 
really stepping up their game to lead the 
team." 
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAAS 
Freshman pitcher Brittany Whelan w inds up for a pitch against Central Connecticut State Sunday morning 
during the 2004 Wolfe Sycamore Classic. Eastern won the game 2-1. 
One of the younger players who Searle 
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CLUB RUGBY 
Hornets buzzing over revival and past success 
By Dan Renick 
STAFF WRITER 
Eastern's rugby club offers stu-
dents a chance to experience 
camaraderie and competition. 
The club was formed in 1984 and 
for half of its life at Eastern had 
been coached by Shawn McKinney. 
McKinney has played rugby since 
1970 when he tried out for the St. 
Louis Cardinals, now the Arizona 
Cardinals, and needed something 
to keep him in shape for tryouts. 
He first fell in love with the game 
because of the constant action and 
always being chased or chasing 
someone. 
"After the game we'd go to the 
bar with the other team and you'd 
sit down with the guy you've been 
beating on all afternoon and talk 
about the game," McKinney said. 
"It's not a love hate thing. It's about 
camaraderie." 
Junior team captain Ryan 
Crawford said after games they 
take their opponents to Jerry's Pub 
or one of the player's houses after 
SUBM ITTED PHOTO 
Eastern's rugby club, the Hornets, in fall 2003 group photo. 
games. 
"No matter what happens in the 
game we're all friends at the end of 
the day," Crawford said. 
That brotherhood of rugby has 
had a place at Eastern since the 
club was founded in 1984. 
Originally the rugby club was 
known as the Panthers, but after an 
incident in the late '80s they were 
forced to change their name. The 
team was responsible for burning 
down a house and as punishment 
they had to change their name and 
are now known as the Hornets. 
When McKinney came here in 
1994, he had trouble finding rugby 
clubs like he did in Southern 
California, where he hails from. 
When he found Eastern, the team 
had little success and fewer play-
ers. 
"We barely won the first two 
years I was here," McKinney said. 
"We beat lllinois which is about the 
only rivalry the kids seem to have. 
Since then, we have finished first 
or second every year." 
The Eastern rugby club won six 
straight Illinois Rugby Union 
championships between 1996 and 
2001, they were co-champions in 
2000. The Illinois Rugby Union also 
includes lllinois, Western Illinois, 
Southern Illinois and Illinois State. 
Those championships have earned 
them spots in the Midwest Rugby 
Union and in 1999 they went to the 
Division II national playoffs held 
at Ohio State University, where 
they placed seventh. 
But in the last few years, num-
bers have dwindled to the point 
where they only had 17 players on 
the team. Those numbers rebound-
ed this year, as they gained a sec-
ond-place finish in conference and 
a playoff berth where they went 1-1. 
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